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ڇຍଡ݄ఄऱழଢΔ៖ਈ֚ᝫਢԼԲរࠟࠩת
រתၴڶԫڻၲقΖ֚ޢඡၴΔքរࠩתԮរת
ࢨृࠩԶរΔຍଡழଢՈڶԫڻၲقΖࢬא៖ਈ
֚༉ڻࠟڶၲقΔؓழ༉ڶԫڻၲقΖࢬᘯၲ
ق༉ᝑຍଡ܃უၲஔऱΔࢨृࠩᦫ܃ԫររΔ
ࢨृᦫࠩԫᇩΔΔ܃༉ၲஔԱΜຍଡ༉ၲ
قѧѧၲقஔԵ۵հवߠΖ
ݺଚຍଡԮਢྤઌऱΔԳԳຟࠐءބ
ऱ૿ؾΔݺଚԫଡྤࣅྤޔΕྤ⋌ྤᡶऱ
ᑌΖߨሁլ֜ݶԱΔڂԳֱچڍ՛Δ֜ݶ
ԱၒլၲΖՈլ֜ኬԱΔ֜ኬړቝߨڶΔ༉
ৰ୲࣐ߨߨሁ༉ጕထၓଙԱΔࢬאՈլאױኬΖ
ݺଚؓழߨሁΕၒଉऱழଢΔᅲၲณᅪΔլመլ
ছ૿ΔᆬՀΔᝬޡऱழଢΔլᔐ
ࠩԳᆬՂΖԳࡋڍΔ༉࿑პߨኬԫរΙԳ֟ऱழ
ଢΔאױ࿑ߨݶԫរΖ܀ਢߨழΔݺଚऱ֫
ኙլ࣋אױ༳Δڂຍᑌ༉լਢྤࣅྤޔΔຍ
բᆖޔࣅڶΖ܀ਢ៥۵ऱழଢΔ༉࣋༳Ι߷Ꮦ
ݺଚڇਢ۩ଉΔ༉լᏁΖ

During this meditation session, there will continue to be a
talk from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Sundays and every evening
from 6:30 to 7:30 or 8 p.m. So there are actually two talks
on Sundays but only one talk per day on the other days.
Hearing a little bit or a line of a talk will wake you up—these
talks are meant to lead you to the knowledge and views of
the Buddhas.
This meditation session is about being free from any
outward signs; everyone must search for his or her inherent
face. We should have a style that is free and unrestrained.
Don’t walk too fast because it’s too crowded in this small
place. Don’t go too slow either, which would be standing
still. Sleep while you walk, and you may trip and fall. While
walking or running in meditation, open your eyes and look
down instead of looking ahead. Don’t step on people’s feet
when taking a step. Slow down when there are lots of people
and speed up when there are fewer people. While walking, do
not fold your palms horizontally because you would no longer
be free and unrestrained; there would be a restraint. While
circumambulating, keep your palms folded horizontally. Now
we are doing walking meditation so we do not need to have
our hands in this position.

ᝫڶΔլवሐਢչᏖࡲΕչᏖऱΔݺլᎁᢝ
הଚΔڂࢬݺवሐऱԳৰ֟Δࢬאኙהଚຍ
ጟ๕ྒྷऱቼΔݺլԱᇞΖչᏖቼࡋΛ
༉ਢኙထஆֱؚچ߷ۯംಛΖݺլवሐຍڶչ
ᏖشΛࢨृشڶΔ܀ਢݺլवሐΖڇ
܃ଚ࣠ڕᣋრؚംಛΔאױኙထ۵ؚംಛΔլ
ኙထஆؚۯംಛΖ܃ૉᎅਢᎅஆۯຍଡֱچ
ڶ۵Δ߷ᏖΔୌଡڶֱچ۵ΛຍᢰڶΔ৵ᢰ

I don’t know much about religious schools or sects because
I know very few people. I don’t understand the mysterious
state of bowing to the meditation seat. I don’t know what
use there is to that. If you want to bow, bow to the Buddhas
but not to the seat. If you claim there is a Buddha at the
meditation seat, then the question is: Is there a place where
there is no Buddha? Is there one on the other side if there is
not one on this side? Is there one to the left or right? If you
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ڶڶΛؐᢰڶڶΛ׳ᢰڶڶΛ܃࣠ڕᎅ
߷ࠝຟڶΔࢬ܃א༉ᚨᇠຍᑌؚംಛΔຍଡᑌ
ࠐΔຍ܍آᙰᄎᄉԱΖࢬݺאᎁլؚ
ംಛΔլጐຍࠄଡֻؼऱՠ܂ѧѧኙຍଡ
ஆؚۯംಛΔ᠏መࠐԾؚଡംಛΖຍଡԫរრ
৸ຟڶΔԫរ墿ՈڶΔࢬݺאଚլຍᑌ
Μ
܃ԫٽ༳ΕԫؚଡംಛΔຍբᆖ༉ؚଡڐ
უΚψΔݺؚംಛΜω߷ᏖຍԫڐؚუΔ
פش༉ݱԱΖ܃ψ࢚۵ਢᓴωΔ۩۰݄
ॎຟਢ࢚۵ਢᓴΔլהؚࠡऱڐუΖྤԳྤ
ݺΔψึֲپ堩پآԫศۏωΔឈྥپ堩Δլ
वሐپپΛݺຑԫศۏՈپΖψึֲઠ۪
آઠԫᜐωΔຍչᏖຟݱԱΜނԫ֊ຟݱ
ԱΔԫ֨פشװΔլԫࠄଡֻؼऱՠ܂Ζ
ֱթݺᎅΔ߷הጟऱቼࢨृ֜Δڂݺ
वሐ֜ݺΔ֜ऱԳΔ༉լ֜ऱՠ
܂Ζࢬݺאଚ༉۞աଥ۞աऱפΔլᎅ݄߷
ଡڶֱچ۵Δ༉ਢڶ۵ࠐԱΔݺຍԫԸނຍ
۵ඛԱΜຍᑌΔ۵ՈլጥΔ۵ࠐ۵ඛΔᦅࠐ
ᦅඛΖᦅࠐԱݺවהΔ۵ࠐݺԫᑌවהΖ
չᏖΛ༉ڂݺ۞ބաऱࠐء۵Δ؆ᢰࠐ
ऱࡋΔຟլਢऱΜࢬאΔຍԫរۯٺܑࣹ
რΖ
٦ृΔ༉ஞထຍଡؚംಛࠐᝑΔڂݺ
ຍଡԳৰ᧩ऱΔߠထլΔ༉ᇿ܃ଚᝑଡ
ऱሐΖᤝٻ܃ڕຍଡஆቾؚംಛΔڂຍڶ
ଡ۵Δ߷Ꮦ৵ᢰຍଡ۵Δڶ܃ؚംಛΖ
ឈྥ۵լ݊ݲΔ܀ਢהΚψমΔ৻Ꮦլஐᄃ
ࡋݺΛωٻ܃৵ᢰԫؚംಛΔؐᢰΕ׳ᢰהՈ
լጥ܃ԱΚψ܃ၲլၲஔݺլጥΔݺٻڶ܃
ؚംಛΜωຍଡᅀ༉ڍԱΔլ߷܀ଡ۵լף
܃Δຍࠄ۵ຟᤚ܃լ֜ؓԱΔኙ۵լؓ
ஐᄃΖࢬݺאᎁΔݺڇଚຍଡྤࡲྤΔ
ݺଚՈլਢᜯᛎࡲΔՈլਢඦࡲΔՈլਢႆ
॰ΔՈլਢऄณΔՈլਢ⒞ٛΔݺଚຍਢᖞଡ
ऱΜړቝᖞ്ோຍ٤᧯ՕشऱΔլਢຍ
ᏖԫଡߡᆵΖࢬݺאଚࢬ۩ࢬ܂ৰ۞ྥऱΔ
ڶԫរທ܂Ζ

claim that there are Buddhas everywhere, then you should bow
accordingly. Of course, if you do that, you might get dizzy. This is
why I believe in not doing any of this superficial work of bowing
to the cushion once, then turning around and doing another bow.
This is meaningless and unbeneficial. We should not do that!
By placing your palms together and making a bow, a false
thought occurs already: “Ah, I want to do a half-bow!” One false
thought like that and you have forgotten your practice. Simply
contemplate, “Who is mindful of the Buddha?” whether walking,
standing, sitting, or reclining. Avoid any other random thought.
Be free of a self and others. “Eating all day, I did not eat one grain
of rice.” Although I eat, I do not know whether I ate or not, not
even one grain of rice. “I wear clothes all day long but I did not
wear one thread.” Forget everything! Forget everything and focus
on cultivating; quit focusing on the superficialities.
Like I said earlier, others’ states may be too profound or else
I am too shallow, so I do not do any work that is too profound.
We work on our practice. Not to mention the fact that there is no
Buddha on the cushion, even if a Buddha were to come, I would
slash the Buddha with a knife! I don’t even care about Buddhas.
Slash the Buddha when the Buddha comes, and slice the demon
when the demon comes. I will kill the demon and the Buddha too.
I do this because I am looking for my inherent Buddha. Everything
external is not it! This is a point to which everyone should pay
special attention.
Furthermore, let me try and put things simply. I don’t have any
profound views, so my shallow opinion on half-bows is that: When
you make a half-bow to the cushion because there is a Buddha, you
have not bowed to the Buddha behind you. Although Buddhas are
not jealous, they could wonder, “Gee, why does he not pay respect
to me?” If you do a half bow to the backside of you, those on the
left and right will not care about you and will think, “I don’t care
if you get enlightened. You did not bow to me!” There are lots of
problems there. Not only will that Buddha not bless you but all
these other Buddhas already feel you are too unfair. You do not pay
respect to the Buddhas equally. This is why I feel that we have no
religious school or sect. We are neither Lingji, Caodong, Yunmen,
Fayan, or Weiyang. We are all part of the whole! This is like a table.
It functions using all its parts and not just one corner. Everything
we do is spontaneous and not at all forced.
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